
THE MOST INNOVATIVE FLY ROD NOW IN THE U.S. “INVENTED FOR YOUR MAGIC MOMENTS”
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A whole new kind of fly rod has hit the market in the U.S., and it’s got the promise of an all-out game-changer.

The ArcticSilver Zense rod has earned quite the following in Scandinavia, where this revolutionary piece of 
equipment originates.

The ArcticSilver Zense fly rods are part of a new category of fly fishing rods based on the Free-Flex concept 
that provides a unique experience during casting and fighting the fish.
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The patented Zense fly fishing rods are loaded with new ultra-strong and relient blanks, stronger handle, and 
stronger titanium guides to withstand great stress and power exertion, the handle is made by high-modular 
carbon-based materials, with extreme strength and low weight.

· Free-Flex fly rods require less effort to cast, making casting
farther and longer easier

· Feel the fight of the fish in your palm

· Improves accuracy, distance and fly presentation

· Ergonomic  design of the handle for comfort

· For any fly fishing junkies interested in maximizing their efficiency
and extending their enjoyment of the sport

· The design-protected Quick-Lock system is a user-friendly spring- 
  loaded system that locks the reel firmly into place with one simple
  movement.

ZENSE RODS
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#4 8’6 ZENSE MEDIUM FAST

#5 9’ ZENSE MEDIUM

#5 9’ ZENSE FAST

#6 9’ ZENSE MEDIUM FAST

#6 10’ ZENSE MEDIUM

#7 9’ ZENSE MEDIUM FAST

#7 9’6 MEDIUM FAST ZENSE

#7 10’ ZENSE MEDIUM

#8 10’ ZENSE MEDIUM

#8 9’ ZENSE FAST

#10 9’ FAST ZENSE

· Free-Flex hollow handle uses the full power potential of the blank by allowing it to bend freely inside

· Rods are based on the most advanced, high technological progressive quality nano-carbon blanks available

· Ultra-strong ceramic Stripping Guides

· Pure lightweight titanium Snake Guides

· User-friendly spring-loaded Quick-Lock system locks the reel firmly into place with one simple movement

· Quick-Lock system is 100% CNC-machined and made out of high-tolerance of +/- 0.05mm, saltwater-resistant
anodized aluminum 6061
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ZENSE RODS
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#4 COMPACT MD FLOAT

#5 COMPACT MD FLOAT

#6 COMPACT MD FLOAT

#7 COMPACT MD FLOAT

#8 COMPACT MD FLOAT

#5 COMPACT MD INTERMEDIATE

#6 COMPACT MD INTERMEDIATE

#7 COMPACT MD INTERMEDIATE

#8 COMPACT MD INTERMEDIATE

ONE BACK
CAST AND
LET “THE
ROCKET 
FLY”

· Fast loading due to short belly and high line speed

· Perfect for small rivers and coastal fishing

· Low diameter helps cut through the wind. Improved energy transfer

· Allows for more space on the reel

· Taper allows for both Spey and over-head casting

· Strong micro-loops both ends

· Strong braided core with tough bonding to the coating

· Fly line boxes also serve as fly boxes
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COMPACT LINES
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#4 MD FLOAT

#5 MD FLOAT

#6 MD FLOAT

#7 MD FLOAT

#8 MD FLOAT

#5 MD INTERMEDIATE

#6 MD INTERMEDIATE

#7 MD INTERMEDIATE

#8 MD INTERMEDIATE

“BEST
OF THE
(10/10)
BEST”

· High line speed and improved energy transfer

· Less water disturbance

· Less spray on pick-ups

· Low diameter helps cut through the wind

· Allows for more space on the reel

· Taper allows for both Spey and over-head casting

· Strong, welded micro-loops on both ends

· Strong braided core with tough bonding to the coating
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MICRO DIAMETER LINES
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· It's where technology meets tradition

· We do not sell anything we do not use ourselves

· Innovative company with innovative products

· Quality products to enhance the fly-fishing experience

· Proud member of Patagonia’s 1% for the Planet initiative
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WHY CHOOSE ArcticSilver USA?
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1. Why should I buy an ArcticSilver Free-Flex fly rod? 

The ground-breaking and innovative Free-Flex 
handle is designed on the basis of the logical 
principle that a rod’s power potential is situated in the 
butt section of the blank. ArcticSilver rods use the full 
power potential in the rod’s bottom section by letting 
the blank load inside a hollow handle. The Free-Flex 
handle allows the butt section of the blank to load 
with energy - it’s simple and it works!

ArcticSilver’s Free-Flex rods represent a new 
category of fly rods making for a unique feeling, 
improved ergonomics, precision, and effortless 
distance. The concept is protected by international 
patents.

2. What are the advantages of a hollow handle?

· Better use of the blank’s power potential - the blank   
  bends all the way into the butt section when fully  
  loaded
· Improved loading ability - makes it posible to cast  
  further with less use of force/energy
· The blank is more sensitive - both when it comes to  
  short and long casts
· The blank will bend more freely when fighting fish,  
  and the contact/feeling is more refined and sensitive
· The blank bends freely, you’ll lose fewer fish to  
  sudden jerks and runs - and your tippet will be
  less strained 
3. I’ve been fly fishign for 22 years. If I buy a Free-
Flex rod, do I have to change my casting style?

No, you don’t need to change your casting style 
to cast with a Free-Flex rod. The rods can be cast 
effectively no matter what casting style you prefer, 
and they provide great feedback. You will, however, 
improve your overall casting experience by slowing 
down your casting rhythm a little bit, by ‘listening’ 
to the rod and relaxing. You will feel how deep the 
rod bends and how well it performs with minimum 
amounts of energy applied.

4. Are the rod guides salt-waterproof?

The guides on our Free-Flex rods are anodized for 
saltwater conditions. All the rod components we use 
are anodized. We have done the ultimate test in Belize 
where the rods have been fished daily for more than six 
months.

5. Are there any limitations to what reel fit in the Quick-
Lock reel seat?

During the developmental phase, we tested more than 
100 different top-brand reels, and they all fit snugly 
on our Free-Flex rods. Up until now, we have only 
received reports that a couple of custom-made reel feet 
- and certain Backwinder and Einarsson reels - don’t fit 
in the Quick-Lock system.
6. Why are the Free-Flex handles rectangular shaped?

Being made from advanced carbon composite 
material, the Free-Flex handles are molded/cast. This 
means that we have been able to design handles 
differently than traditional cork handles. What you’ll 
realize when casting a Free-Flex rod is that the 
handle provides a superb and firm grip - and great 
ergonomics. The rectangular shape helps you cast in 
straight lines and it gives the blank great directional 
stabililty. This not only helps optimize the energy flow in 
your cast - for improved casting distance, it also helps 
you cast with greater precision.

We’ve all experienced how a hammer has been 
developed to work with the human hand. The elliptical 
formed handle/shaft helps us swing the hammer in a 
straight line and hit the nail with precision. The ‘Free-
Flex’ handle is based on the same hammer-shaft 
principles. It is elliptically formed and has led to many 
experiencing a feeling of casting with precision. Due to 
its form, the ‘Free-Flex’ innovation intuitively provides 
a cast that follows a bettered linear line and therefore 
optimizes not only the loop speed, but also the 
direction, balance, and stability of the loop. this means 
that one can create a cast of greater effiiciency.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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For more information visit the ArcticSilver USA website at
www.ArcticSilverUSA.com

The office can be contacted by phone at 1+ (844) 473-0999
or by email at info@ArcticSilverUSA.com

http://www.ArcticSilverUSA.com 
mailto:info%40ArcticSilverUSA.com?subject=

